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Oven Verification using OvenRIDER® NL 2+ 

ECD's OvenRIDER® NL 2+ is an indispensable tool for verification of reflow oven 
performance and ongoing production consistency.  This document offers 

step-by-step instruction on the set-up and use of OvenRIDER® NL 2+. 

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-header&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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Overview 
A good thermal quality program demands ongoing oven verification to prove the reflow oven is consistently 
reproducing the same thermal environment. OvenRIDER® NL 2+ is a tool that provides a robust, repeatable way 
to verify oven performance and includes measures for conveyor speed, ambient temperatures, and heat flow. 
Make the most of these measurements using SPC from M.O.L.E. ® MAP software. 
 

What you’ll learn 
There are six basic steps: 
 Install software and set up working directories 
 Set up oven model 
 Collect a base set of OvenRIDER® NL 2+ data runs 
 Set the specification limits 
 Monitor for verification 
 SPC and Xbar R charts 

 

Product: 
  

   

ECD M.O.L.E.® MAP Software 

 

ECD OvenRIDER® NL 2+ 

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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Introduction 
ECD OvenRIDER NL2+ is a Convection Oven Verification tool, it captures through-oven conditions, collects critical 
reflow parameters and analyzes process consistency over time.  
 
A self-contained pallet of fixed width, to assure repeatable data, houses ECD’s MOLE thermal profiler for data 
collection, three ambient and three Process sensors plus hidden magnetic read switches to measure speed. 
 
Passing the OvenRIDER NL2+ through your reflow oven can measure the following: 
 

• Actual Reflow Oven Conveyor speed 
• Ambient temperatures i.e. - actual temperatures seen by the product in each reflow zone 
• Process Temperatures to detect heat flow changes 
• Temperature difference across the pallet width (left/center/right)  
• Magnetic read switches allow constant repeatability of the data collection 
• Up to 30 parameters, user defined, can be automatically analyzed through built in SPC software 

 

  

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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Easy Setup and operation 
Install software and set up working directories 
1. Install single (one) magnet at the beginning of the first zone of the oven.  The software detects the magnet by 

means of a signal from read switch and uses it to automatically place the start of the oven model on the 
profile’s time axis. The magnet must be placed at the beginning of zone one, up to 0.5”-0.75” away from the 
pallet travel. It can be removed when OvenRIDER® NL 2+ is not in use. Just be sure it is always positioned in 
the same location, since this determines the process origin which is critical for process measurement 
consistency on zonal data. 

2. Install M.O.L.E. MAP software and choose OvenRIDER® Environment during installation. 
3. Start the MAP software and select OvenRIDER® Environment.  It is recommended that a dedicated working 

directory for each oven is created, since SPC data should not be shared between multiple ovens. 
4. From the Machine Menu, please select working oven, input all the data and save as your working recipe.  This 

simplifies the process for long-term data collection. 
5. Collect the first data run. 

 
Typical thermal profile for the OvenRIDER NL2+ pallet. The spikes on channel 4 and 6 are the read switch magnet 
detection and are necessary to locate the process origin and the conveyor speed. These should hidden by right-
clicking on the profile and unselect the “Show OvenRIDER Sensors.” 

  

The magnets automatically 
align the process origin to 
the same place every time. 

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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Confirm the oven model 
Oven modeling is critical. This tells the software the size of each oven zone and the location of each zone on the 
thermal profile so it can correctly capture the effect of each zone on the profile.  

 

Above is a typical OvenRIDER® NL 2+ thermal profile with an oven model (vertical dashed lines) in place. Each zone 
influenced the shape of the thermal profile of the OvenRIDER® NL 2+ sensors as it passed through oven. The 
amount of influence depends on the oven recipe temperature set point for each zone, the conveyor speed and 
the convection rate (fan or air speed). The temperature set points and conveyor speed have a straightforward and 
predictable effect. Convective heat flow variables are dependent on the particular oven model. Some ovens allow 
convection rate to be modified and it can be measured in several ways such as: velocity, pressure, percent, and 
frequency (Hz) or RPMs. In some ovens, the convection rate is not adjustable or has low, medium or high settings.  
In either case, convection rate adjustments are one of the leading causes of profile changes when neither the 
conveyor speed nor zone temperature set points have been altered. Understanding which part of the profile each 
zone influenced is critical to troubleshooting oven problem locations. 
  

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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1. Zone boundaries located in the default locations will be visible.  If they do not align correctly, oven zone 
measurements can be modified manually by using the “Adjust Zones” feature under the machine pull down. 
Aligning all the zone dimensions with thermally visible zone boundaries, the depressions in the ambient sensor 
profile, see below.  This will give the true thermal dimensions of each oven zone. 

 
2. Note the small boxes at the top of each boundary. This is a handle that can be used to move the boundaries 

to the correct locations. The proper locations are in the small dip that occurs between zones; it’s visible in the 
ambient sensors, the red, blue, and green profile lines (channels 1, 2, and 3). Start moving the zone boundaries 
into place. Remember, don’t move the start of the first zone, this was set by the software when it detected 
the magnet. 

  

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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Collect a base set of OvenRIDER® NL 2+ data runs 
A good thermal oven model has now been established for the first run at this recipe. It’s recommended that at 
least five runs are collected at this recipe before enough data will be aggregated to be statistically meaningful.  
This can be undertaken all at once, but will require quite a bit of time which often is not conducive to production 
schedules.  Consider running OvenRIDER® NL2+ at the beginning of each day, shift or process changeover, while 
the same recipe will be used for several days.  This will produce five or more runs in less than a week. This begins 
to reveal normal machine variance from which to set meaningful specification limits. Afterwards, 1st off runs made 
before the Day’s or Shift’s production will detect specification violations which can be adjusted before S rework is 
produced. 
 
If the same recipe isn’t run for more than a day, an OvenRIDER® NL 2+ recipe can be set that is close to the recipe 
setting most often used.  Start the day with this common recipe, take the run, and then move to the actual recipe 
planned for that day. 
 
If the preference is to complete five or more OvenRIDER® NL 2+ runs in immediate succession, ensure that the 
M.O.L.E.® thermal profiler and the pallet are cooled to room temperature between runs. (This takes at least 40 
minutes in standing air and 20 minutes if using a fan.)  Do NOT short cut this critical cooling process. This will 
make sure that the OvenRIDER® NL2+ pallet and its sensors always start at the same temperature and prevent the 
M.O.L.E.® from possible overheating and assure the pallet temperatures are consistent run to run. 
 
Once several runs have been completed, the spreadsheet will resemble the one below: 

 

Take advantage of the green user columns and rename them according to your preferences.  

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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Set the specification limits 
With a good set of OvenRIDER® NL 2+ runs collected under the same oven recipe limits can now be set for run 
averages. Follow the below steps: 

1. Select the spreadsheet tab and filter out or hide the runs that are NOT part of the base OvenRIDER® NL2+ 
runs. If each base run is named as in the example, this is easy. Select the filter dropdown arrow in the row of 
the column where the base runs are named.  (In the example, this is column E.) Select the name used to name 
the base runs. The example used “Base Line” for simplicity. This hides (temporarily) all the other runs. If other 
runs have not been completed, then this is not necessary. The statistical data at the bottom of each column 
is now calculated only from those runs still visible.  

 
2. Now click the drop down arrows in the lower spec limit (LSL) and upper spec limit (USL) columns (highlighted 

above). Select the -5% or 10% and + +5% or 10%. This will set as upper and lower spec limits +/- 5%/10% of 
the average values for the baseline runs appearing on the spreadsheet tab for ALL the values OvenRIDER® NL 
2+ measures in your spreadsheet calculations. These will be good starting values to see how the oven is 
performing. If desired, actual value of LSL/USL can be used and inserted in the spreadsheet by typing in the 
field cells and pressing enter. This can be valuable in cases when upper/lower limits for given parameters are 
known, for example conveyors speed, where manufacturer specifies conveyor speed accuracy (typically +/-2% 
of a set point). 

  

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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Monitor for verification 
Now, each time the OvenRIDER® NL 2+ is run at this recipe, it will be easy to quickly see if ALL of the measured 
values are within the set specifications. . Simply select the OvenRIDER® data tab and look at the values. 

 

 
If any of the values appear in red (above spec) or blue (below spec), then there may be a problem in this portion 
of the oven. The values of most concern are the average temperatures and process delta per zone. If these begin 
to fall out of spec, then there may be a problem in that zone’s ability to heat (FAIL).  If all values appear in black, 
as in this run, the oven is ready for production (PASS). 
 
Any parameter out of spec should be examined.   

FAIL 

PASS 

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=img-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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SPC Charts 
If SPC analyzes are required please select the desired column in the spreadsheet, the software will automatically 
build the chart from the visible data runs in the Spreadsheet.  This displays the given measurement over multiple 
data runs.  These charts use all the typical SPC rules to determine process control. 

 

 

  

http://www.ecd.com/products/process-test-pallets/ovenrider.aspx?utm_source=ecd-tg&utm_medium=techical-guide&utm_campaign=el-pr&utm_term=lk-ecd-footer&utm_content=OR-NL2-verify
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Please note that for valid Cp and Cpk calculations, the subgroup must be set to 1 (File-Preferences-SPC). 
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